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Moral Leadership in Healthcare Organisations 
 

Date: Monday 30th April 2012 

Time: 5-7pm 

At: EP Abraham Lecture Theatre, Green Templeton College 

Chair: Dr Paul Brankin, OBE 

Green Templeton College Associate Fellow 

 
Medicine needs moral leaders. Healthcare organisations cannot keep patients safe, supply good 

cost-effective care, or meet the core health needs of their communities, without moral leadership by 
healthcare professionals. But to date there has been rather little research into what moral 

leadership is and ought to be. The medical leadership bandwagon is rolling forward on the fragile 
foundation of the medical leadership competencies framework, while the medical ethics enterprise 

relies heavily on models of morality that treat the main task as making moral choices. In this 
presentation I shall argue (i) that medical leaders have, and need, a richer appreciation of the 
moral demands of their work than the competencies framework implies; (ii) that the pressing 

challenge is to implement effective moral action not just to make good choices; and (iii) that we 
need to turn our attention to understanding and developing the capacity for moral action. Along the 

way I shall describe the moral work that medical directors in NHS Trusts do, and invite the 
audience to test their own moral perceptions. 

 

Speaker: 
Dr Suzanne Shale 

Senior researcher in the Health Experiences Research Group and Fellow of Harris Manchester 
College, University of Oxford 

Senior ethics tutor at Kings College London; consultant in clinical and organisational ethics 
 

Discussant: 
Murray Anderson-Wallace 

Strategic Communications Advisor, Executive Producer PATIENTSTORIES.ORG.UK and 
Associate at the Centre for Innovation in Health Management, University of Leeds 

 
Questions and discussion 

The seminar is free and will be followed by drinks. Space is limited and we expect this event to be 
popular so please contact Ruth Loseby to reserve your place at ruth.loseby@gtc.ox.ac.uk 

 
This is part of a series of events organised jointly by the Health Experiences Institute and the Management 
in Medicine programme at Green Templeton, with generous funding support from the Templeton Education 

and Charity Trust 
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PUTTING PATIENTS FIRST 


